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"The Shakespeare Code" is the second episode of the third series of the revived British science fiction television series Doctor
Who. It was broadcast on BBC One on 7 April 2007. According to the BARB figures this episode was seen by 7.23 million
viewers and was the fifth most popular broadcast on British television in that week. Originally titled "Love's Labour's Won",
the episode was re ...

The Shakespeare Code - Wikipedia
The Shakespeare authorship question is the argument that someone other than William Shakespeare of Stratford-upon-Avon
wrote the works attributed to him. Anti-Stratfordians—a collective term for adherents of the various alternative-authorship
theories—believe that Shakespeare of Stratford was a front to shield the identity of the real author or authors, who for some
reason did not want or ...

Shakespeare authorship question - Wikipedia
William Shakespeare (c.1564–1616) What penny hath Rome borne, / What men provided, what munition sent?; Usage notes [].
The plural pence is only used as a unit of currency. The plural is pennies is used for other cases, in particular when referring to
multiple individual coins.. Compounds (twopence, threepence, fourpence and so on up to tenpence, but not eleven pence or any
higher) should be ...

penny - Wiktionary
(sports) A competitive sporting event such as a boxing meet, a baseball game, or a cricket match. My local team are playing in
a match against their arch-rivals today.· Any contest or trial of strength or skill, or to determine superiority. (Can we date this
quote?) Drayton many a warlike match (Can we date this quote?) Dryden A solemn match was made ...

match - Wiktionary
contiene immagini o altri file su ; Collegamenti esterni. EN) Alfred Molina, su Internet Movie Database, IMDb.com. (EN)
Alfred Molina, su AllMovie, All Media Network.(EN) Alfred Molina, su Rotten Tomatoes, Flixster Inc.(EN) Alfred Molina,
su TV.com, CBS Interactive Inc.(EN) Alfred Molina, su Internet Broadway Database, The Broadway League.(DE, EN) Alfred
Molina, su filmportal.de.

Alfred Molina - Wikipedia
Leben und Karriere. Er wuchs in Lindau und Altensteig auf und machte in München sein Abitur.Er besuchte das
Schauspielerausbildungsinstitut HB Studio in New York ...

Marcus Off – Wikipedia
Alfred Molina, né le 24 mai 1953 à Londres, est un acteur et producteur britannique naturalisé américain

Alfred Molina — Wikipédia
Image of the Fendahl was the third serial of season 15 of Doctor Who. The present day: just as the Fourth Doctor and Leela
arrive in Fetchborough, England, Professor Fendelman prepares to experiment on a fossilized skull which science says should
not exist. The skull is actually an artefact of...

Image of the Fendahl (TV story) | Tardis | FANDOM powered
The Ark was the sixth serial of season 3 of Doctor Who. It was the first full serial for new companion, Dodo, who had
appeared only briefly at the end of the previous episode. It was also the first to take place in what was definitively humanity's
far future and the first to depict the demise of...

The Ark (TV story) | Tardis | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Tämä on luettelo televisiosarjan Doctor Who jaksoista.Vuosina 1963-1989 sarjan tarinat koostuivat lähes poikkeuksetta
moniosaisista, 25 minuutin mittaisista jaksoista. Sarjan palattua televisioon vuonna 2005 suurin osa tarinoista on muodostanut
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yksiosaisen 45 minuutin pituisen kokonaisuuden.

Luettelo televisiosarjan Doctor Who jaksoista – Wikipedia
Nummer Titel Code Afleveringen Schrijver Regisseur Originele uitzenddatum 001 An Unearthly Child: A "An Unearthly
Child" "The Cave of Skulls" "The Forest of Fear"

Lijst van afleveringen van Doctor Who - Wikipedia
O primeiro conjunto de histórias de Holmes foi publicado entre 1887 e 1893. Desejando dedicar mais tempo a seus romances
históricos, Conan Doyle matou Holmes em uma batalha final com o criminoso professor James Moriarty em "O Problema
Final" (The Final Problem, publicado em 1893, mas a história ocorre em 1891), os Holmes e Moriarty acabam morrendo,
caindo nas Cataratas de Reichenbach. [17]
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